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Introduction

What is organised crime?

Does your city or town have any organised crime? What kind of crimes do these people 
commit?

What can be done about it?
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Robbery in Broad Daylight

Dan watches the crowd carefully.

But he is invisible. If anyone does see him, he is nondescript. They could not describe what he 

looks like, what he is wearing, the colour of his hair.

But Dan can remember every face in the crowd. He is on the lookout.

Then he sees his mark.

A man, middle-aged, maybe around 50. He wears a dark blue suit, shirt and tie. He has a look of 

mild impatience on his face. He pulls his right hand up to the left of his chest.

Perfect.

Dan steps forward to his accomplice.

He speaks: Man with dark suit. Left inside pocket.

Dan's accomplice doesn't react, he makes no sound. He holds his mobile phone to his ear. There

is no one on the phone, but to anyone who sees him, he is just another man making a call. 

A woman stands in front of the bank. She looks like she is waiting for someone. She wears an 

expression on her face of concern.

The man in the suit walks towards the bank, enters.

The woman glances over to Dan who raises his eyebrows, nods to the man in the suit. Then he 

pulls his right hand to the left side of his chest and taps his hand twice.

The woman makes no gesture, there is no reaction from her. She continues to stand by the 

bank door, waiting for her friend.

Minutes pass by.

It is Friday lunchtime, and people are hurrying back to work. They want to finish their last few 

hours in the office, then go home. They want to spend time with their families at the weekend.

Many of them hurry in and out of the bank to take money out.

The man in the suit reappears.

Just as he comes out the bank the woman moves to the side and bumps into him.

He looks into her face.

The woman reaches a hand out to his arm. Holds him.

She apologises. I’m sorry, so sorry.

She is attractive, maybe mid- to late-twenties.
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The man in the suit smiles back at her.

No problem. No harm done.

Dan’s accomplice takes the steps up the bank. He brushes between the man in the suit and the 

woman. And then he is inside the bank.

The woman shakes her head. People are so rude.

The man in the suit laughs. Everyone is in a hurry.

The woman apologises again.

The man in the suit shakes his head. It’s nothing.

The woman waves her hand. Bye.

The man leaves. He smiles. Today is not such a bad day after all.

Dan is already inside the bank. He stands by a counter with lots of forms. His accomplice places 

a wallet on the counter. Dan picks it up, puts it inside his jacket.

His accomplice goes to one of the bank staff, asks a question. The bank clerk points at the row 

of ATMs.

Dan leaves.

The woman stays where she is.

Dan, his accomplice and the woman all work so well together.

The perfect team.
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Reading Comprehension Questions

1. What day is it? What time is it?

2. What are people doing?

3. Describe Dan. What does he look like?

4. Who does Dan see?

5. Describe the man Dan sees. What does he look like?

6. What does the man do with his hand? What part of his body does he touch?

7. Who does Dan talk to next?

8. What does he say to him?

9. How does his accomplice react?

10. Who is standing in front of the bank?

11. What is the woman doing?

12. Where does the man in the suit go?

13. What gesture does Dan make to the woman?

14. What does the woman do when the man in the suit comes out the bank?

15. How does the man react?

16. Does the woman touch him?

17. Who passes between the man and the woman?

18. Where does Dan go?

19. Where does he stand?

20. What does the accomplice put on the counter?
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Essential Vocabulary

invisible nondescript lookout
middle-aged mild impatience
accomplice react expression

concern glances raises
nods taps gesture

reaction hurrying reappears
bumps apologises attractive
harm brushes rude

shakes his head waves her hand counter
forms wallet staff

bank clerk points row
ATM perfect

Exercise

Write down all the words and phrases in your vocabulary notebook. Look in your dictionary
and find the meaning of each word. Write the definition next to each word.

Then make up your own sentences using each word or phrase.

For example:

Notebook—a small book with pages of blank paper that students use to make notes when
studying.

“I left my notebook at home so I was unable to make any notes in my English class.”
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Discussion Questions

1. What happened in this story?

2. What does Dan do? What is his job?

3. Does Dan know the woman?

4. Dan uses the term “mark”. What is a mark? Who is the mark in this story?

5. Does the man in the story know he is a mark?

6. Do you think Dan and his team are clever? Or are they really bad? How would you describe 

them?

7. Are there people like this in your town or city? What do they do? How do they operate?

8. What other methods of cheating money or stealing from people can you think of?

9. Do you take any special precautions when you are in a crowded area? How do you look 

after your wallet, your bag, your smartphone or your personal possessions in a crowded 

area?

10. How can people learn about the dangers in a crowded area? 

11. Have you ever experienced something like this in your town or city? What happened?

12. Have you ever witnessed someone being robbed in your town or city? What happened? 

Did you say anything?

13. What can be done about organised crime in big cities? What can the police do?

14. Is it someone’s personal responsibility to protect themselves from organised crime? Why?

15. Is organised crime becoming worse in big cities? Why do you think so?

16. If we live in a cashless society, will this reduce organised crime? How?
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Role Play

This is a role play activity.

There are two characters:

• the man in the dark blue suit in the story

• his wife

The Situation

The man gets back to the office and checks his pocket. He finds that his wallet is missing.
He took out a large amount of money in the bank and now it is all gone.
He realises he has been robbed.
When he gets home, he has to tell his wife.

But his wife wants to know what happened. She has many questions.
Where did he go?
Did he talk to anyone in the bank? A stranger?
Did anyone talk to him outside the bank?

She wants to find out what happened and solve the mystery of his missing wallet.
But the man is embarrassed and doesn’t want to look like a fool.

In pairs, work together and create a role play to show the class.

When you are ready, show the class!
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Debate

This is a debate activity.

Divide the class into two groups of equal number. Choose one student to act as chairperson. 
This student needs to chair the debate and make sure everyone has a chance to speak. They must 
also ensure there is order and not to allow the debate teams to just shout at each other!

The Situation

There has been a spate of crimes happening in the city centre recently.
Crimes such as
• Theft
• Pickpocketing
• Shoplifting
• Cheating/scams
• Selling fake goods
• ATM data theft

It is well known that these crimes are being committed by organised crime gangs in the city.

The local vendors, cafe owners, shop/store owners and small business owners want this to 
stop. They know that these crimes are done by small organised crime gangs in the area.

There are two ideas that the business owners have:

• Provide more police on the streets
• Provide more CCTV security cameras

Team A

You want to see more police on the streets. You believe that a strong police presence will deter 
the organised gangs. The police will probably catch many of them too.

Tourists and local customers will feel more secure to see more police and it could restore the 
area to its former glory.

You think that security cameras are not a strong enough deterrent.

Team B

You want to see security cameras installed. They could work out to be cheaper in the long run. 
Plus modern technology has facial recognition and so they could catch many of the members of 
the organised gangs.

You think having too many police in the area could have the effect of driving tourists and local 
customers away.
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Both teams should prepare their arguments and the things they want to say before the debate.

Then when both teams are ready, start the debate!
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Organised Crime Gangs

Take a look at the following examples of organised crimes. In the class, discuss each of these 
crimes.

Do they exist in your town or city?
If yes, why? If no, why not?
If you do have these crimes, what can be done about it?
If you don't have these crimes, what advice can you give to other towns or cities that do have 

these crimes?

• Pickpocketing

• Theft

• Cheating/scams

• Confidence tricks

• Prostitution

• ATM data theft

• Drug dealing

• Illegal taxi operation

• Selling fake/counterfeit goods

• Illegal gambling
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Writing

You are a journalist for a local newspaper.

You are going to write a news story based on the story at the beginning of the lesson.
The story will feature the man in the suit who was robbed.
Your story raises a few questions about what should be done to protect people in the city 

centre.

Write your news story. When it is finished, you can read it out in class. Or show it to your 
teacher for feedback.
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Teacher’s Notes

This is a lesson plan about organised crime in a city or town centre.
It raises questions about what should be done about organised crime in society.

This lesson may not be suitable for younger students.

Introduction

Go through all the questions and ask the class as one. Try to elicit answers from the students. 
Add some of your own thoughts or experiences about petty crime in your own hometown.

Reading

Read through all the story. Choose different students to read a section each.
Go through any difficult words or phrases but try to let the students gather the meaning on 

their own.

Reading Comprehension Questions

Let the students go through all the questions by themselves. They can do this working alone or 
work in pairs or small groups — depending on their level.

These are the answers:
1. Friday. Lunchtime — 12:00 to 1:00pm.
2. People are going back to work.
3. Dan is not easy to describe. He is nondescript.
4. Dan sees his mark.
5. He is middle-aged and wearing a dark blue suit.
6. He touches the his left inside pocket of his jacket/the left side of his chest.
7. Dan talks to his accomplice.
8. He says: Man with dark suit. Left inside pocket.
9. Dan’s accomplice doesn’t react.
10. A woman.
11. She looks like she is waiting for a friend.
12. He goes into the bank.
13. Dan raises his eyebrows and nods his head to the man in the suit. He touches the left side 

of his chest with his right hand.
14. She bumps into him.
15. The man smiles at the woman.
16. Yes. On his arm.
17. Dan’s accomplice.
18. He goes into the bank.
19. He stands by the counter.
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20. A wallet.

When the students have all their answers ready, go round the class and ask the reading 
comprehension questions to all of them one by one.

You could get the students to ask the questions.
Allow the students to answer all the questions. If no one knows the correct answer, then help 

them. But you should let them figure out the answers by themselves.

Essential Vocabulary

You can do this in class or you can give it to the students as a homework assignment.
The students should go through all the vocabulary in the table.
These are the steps they should take for any new words they find:
Write the new word in their vocabulary notebook.
Look up the meaning of the new word in a dictionary.
Write the meaning next to the new word.
Think of a sentence of their own using the new word.

If the students continue doing this with any new words they find, their range of English 
vocabulary will grow exponentially.

Discussion Questions

Go through all the questions in class as one.
One by one, get the students to read the questions out loud.
The students should then share their ideas or thoughts according to the questions. There are no

correct answers to the questions. The students may have different views.
You should try to elicit as many responses as you can to all the questions. Don’t just ask one 

student and get one answer. Try to ask different students and see if there is a difference of 
opinion.

Role Play

This is a role play for two students. Divide the class into pairs. You might find that the same 
students want to work together every time for a role play — try to encourage them to work with 
different people each time.

The situation of the role play should be self-explanatory in the exercise itself. 

Debate
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This is a debate exercise. Divide the class into two groups. Each group should have roughly the 
same number of students.

Choose one student to chair the debate. This student should make sure there is order during 
the exercise and that students are not just shouting and arguing. This student should also make 
sure that each person in each team has the chance to speak.

Ideally, this should be a student-led activity.
Let the students take over and do the activity without too much interference from you as the 

teacher. 
You can just sit by and observe.
Make notes of what the students say in the debate and when the debate has run its course, you

can use this as further questions after.

Organised Crime Gangs

Go through all the examples. Get the students to read out loud each one.
You may need to use a dictionary. Or allow ONE student to find out the terms online and 

explain to the other students what each one means.
Then get the students to discuss all the crimes.

Writing

This could be done as a homework assignment.

The writing task should be self-explanatory in the exercise. 

When the students have completed their writing assignment, you can ask them to read their 
stories out loud in the class.

You should also give them feedback on their writing. Look for things like spelling, grammar and 
punctuation errors.
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Credits

For more information about lesson plans like this, please go to my website — 
www.manwrites.com

Or you can sign up to my mailing list and I can send you information — ManWrites   Newsletter  
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